Moses: Course VI needs limit

By Andrew L. Fish

"I see no alternative to restricting
admissions to Course VI (the computer
science major)," said Professor Joel M.
Rosenbluth, head of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering and Computer Science.

"Open enrollment has resulted in a large
increase in the number of students," he said.
"We have to limit the number of students in Course VI because
our facilities are becoming overcrowded.

The Committee on Undergradu-
atute Admissions and Financial Aid (CUAFA) was instructed by the
dean of students to consider restricting admissions to Course VI if
the benchmarks were not met.

Moses expressed surprise at the
increase in CUAFA enrollment.
He expected that the current re-
cession in the computer and elec-
tronics industries would lead to
lesser interest in graduate studies.

Moses blamed the increase in the
department on a lack of
"jawboning." He felt that the students were not sufficiently aware of
other options.

"We [CUAFA] hope for more
freedom next year," Moses said.
Instead, the department would
be expected to provide more
resources, he predicted.

"I expect CUAFA will
vote for a restriction." he said.

"I don't think we can say be-
freshman class,obutton what the circumstances are,
said Professor Kenneth R. Manning, chairman of CUAFA.
CUAFA would have all relevant
material ready by its meeting this
Friday and would make a deci-
sion on restricting admissions at
that time, he said. The decision
would not be made by CUAFA,
Manning stressed, although the
department would have represen-
tatives at the meeting.

Admissions office
how to implement restrictions

Director of Admissions Mi-
chael F. Moore said the Admis-
sions Office has no plans on how
admissions might be restricted.
The plan approved by the de-
partment was expected by
1984 and said the restriction should
be spread throughout the clas.
He said, the faculty also specified
examples of how the new restric-
tions would differ appropriately
from pursuing scientific and tech-
nical careers.

If CUAFA approves restric-
tions, Moore said the Admissions
Office would determine if the restriction will
be done randomly or would be
(Please turn to page 2)

ODSA to bring faculty
to undergraduate dorms

By Irene Skricki

The Office of the Dean for Stu-
dent Affairs (ODSA) will initiate a Faculty Fellows program as par-
t of a plan to improve MIT's un-
dergraduate advising system. Un-
der the program, each dormitory will have at least two faculty members associated with it who will meet with students on a social basis.

The purpose of the program is to increase student-faculty con-
tact and to provide students with
the opportunity to get to know faculty from all ranks involved in
the selection of their current residence. In the fall of 1986, 11.8 percent of the males responded similarly.

Foreign students. The sur-
vey showed that 46.1 percent of
all graduate students have a considerably higher prefer-
ence for on-campus housing than
off-campus students. While 41 per-
cent of the on-campus students preferred off-campus accommoda-
tions, only 31 percent of the US
students.

Monthly rents. Fifty-nine
percent of the respondents indi-
cated that they paid $400-$600 per
month. Thirty percent of the on-
campus respondents and 54 per-
cent of off-campus students were
opposed to a tenure process for
graduate housing.

Crime. Fifteen percent of
off-campus graduate students said
they had been victims of crime at least once while at
home. Only 9.6 percent of on-
campus students said they had been the victim of a crime at
home.

More than 80 percent of the fe-
male respondents said personal
safety and security was a factor
in the selection of their current residence. The 11.8 percent of the males responded similarly.
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Class of ’89 oversubscribes to EECS; MIT may restrict majors next year

(Continued from page 1)

by Thomas Behnke

The faculty called for the restriction, which applies to 25 percent of admitted students. Behnke felt that it might be possible to apply the restriction to fewer students.

The Admissions Office is comparing students of major with the statement of intended major on their applications in order to attempt to judge ECEG enrollments for the incoming freshman class continues.

Next year’s class, which will be smaller than the present freshman class, has about 100 fewer students interested in EEEs, Behnke said. This is due in part to an increase in the number of women in the class, who Behnke said are less likely to enroll in EEEs. Behnke was hopeful that improved public relations would provide a broadened applicant pool. The Admissions Office is currently preparing several new publications and a slide show to promote various aspects of the school, he said.

There is no question that restricted enrollment would have an adverse effect on admissions,” Behnke said. He declined to estimate the impact, however.

CUSA should “look at what we are trying to achieve and not get carried away with the numbers,” said Professor Arthur C. Smith, former chairman of the faculty. Smith was asked if the CEP when it proposed the admissions limitation.

“If EEE enrollments decrease from last year any temptation to restrict would not be so hard,” Smith said. “If we’re waiting back up again, that’s another thing. It’s a problem of exercising judgment.”

“Nobody wants to take this action,” Smith emphasized. He suggested that the faculty might want to reconsider its vote.

“If it’s unlikely that the numbers would be that large that we would definitely restrict admissions,” Smith said.

Cään protests at Corporation meeting

(Continued from page 1)

some other universities the faculty would have been demonstrating alongside the students.

“The faculty has a lot of different things that they want to do,” Smith replied. They might be working in labs or teaching, he explained. “MIT is a very different place.”

One protester suggested that the faculty should have a voice on the Corporation and asked why there is no provision in the faculty charter which would be binding on the Corporation.

“The faculty has never asked for such a voice, but when the faculty really wants something...they usually get it,” Smith said.

He agreed to the protester’s description of MIT as a benign Corporation.

Several coalition members asked the Campus Police officers and that a new committee was actually meeting in 10-340. “I don’t know,” Smith said. The Executive Committee does not usually announce its meeting locations.

Rosen refused to name the source of his information about the location of the meeting.

Coalition speaks with Saxson

After the demonstration had moved to Gray’s office, Contreras asked to meet with Gray’s secretary. When she came out of the office, Contreras demanded that Gray send all members of the Corporation copies of the letter from Gray to the coalition explaining the administration’s position on the filming of the shanty destruction.

Once the secretary re-entered the office, the protesters sat down along the walls of the corridor outside.

David S. Saxon, ’41, chairman of the Corporation, passed by. As he entered Gray’s office, Contreras explained the administration’s position on such a voice, but when the faculty really wants something...they usually get it,” Smith said. He agreed to the protester’s description of MIT as a benign

Alander and Smith if the committee was considering the faculty’s request. Behnke was hopeful that im-

To welcome potential new residents to the city, and dispel some myths about housing in New York, we have published a book called "Manhattan Moves." It's the ultimate insider's guide to apartment hunting in the Big Apple. "Manhattan Moves" helps you set your sights on the right type of apartment and location. It takes you on a tour of the city's neighborhoods, introduces you to the available housing, gives you vital facts about transportation, housing laws, renting, sharing, and much more.

The book gives you inside advice on actually finding the apartment you've targeted. It helps you find the hottest listings, tells you how to canvas, and how to select a broker.

Send for a free copy of "Manhattan Moves," today! It won't guarantee you a Manhattan apartment, but it will definitely get you moving in the right direction.

To order a copy of "Manhattan Moves," just mail your completed order form to:

MANHATTAN MOVES
1271 AVENUE OF THE AMERICANS, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020

Please send me a copy of "Manhattan Moves," the insider's guide to finding an affordable apartment in Manhattan.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City State Zip

Or Call Toll Free 1(800) 247-4041

Finding an Apartment in Manhattan Takes the Right Education

Get a free copy of "Manhattan Moves"—the insider's guide to finding an affordable apartment in Manhattan.
US space effort crippled

NASAs failure to launch a Titan rocket yesterday that na- tion's ability to lift commercial, scientific and military sat- ellites into space is crippled for the near future after the third consecutive failure in its major new booster in 14 weeks.

The attempt came from mystified and demoralized officials after a Delta rocket carrying a weather satellite lost power and crashed at space center Saturday evening over Cape Canaveral, FL, forcing controllers to destroy the craft and its $57.5 million payload from the ground.

The loss of the rocket was the latest in a streak of failures by the American launcher that usually would only mark an expensive annoyance to the space agency. However, the failure comes on the heels of the explosion of an Air Force Titan rocket, the chief vehi- cle and its $57.5 million payload from the ground.

The loss of the rocket was also named the American League Pitcher of the Week.

The Supremes has agreed to take up the issue of recent nuclear accidents involving violations of anti-terrorism laws and nuclear safety, as well as a set of anti-terrorist measures adopted from a British draft. The possible mea- sures included economic restraints, extradition and better cooperation in policing terrorism. Some specific proposals introduced by the United States were rejected as too sweeping.

The statement on nuclear safety will express sympathy for the victims of the recent accident in Chernobyl in the Ukraine. It might also include recommendations that con- struction and operating procedures be improved to en- hance safety. The Japanese suggested that the Interna- tional Atomic Energy Agency, in Vienna, be used to spur international cooperation on nuclear safety.

Reactor fallout hits US

 Fallout from the Soviet nuclear accident has been de- tected in the air of the Pacific Northwest. An emergency task force said today that small amounts of radioactivity have been detected in samples taken over the weekend. The task force says patches of radioactivity are moving across the continent at high altitudes, but none has been detected at ground level yet. Officials say they still believe there will be no public health risk in the United States.

Hours after the head of a nuclear watchdog agency ar- rived in Moscow, the USSR issued more information on the nuclear accidents. The government statement indicated radiation has spread beyond the 16-mile evacuated zone around the Chernobyl nuclear plant. The Soviet govern- ment indicated that contamination threatens a river that feeds a major reservoir near Kiev.

The Soviet Communist Party daily Pravda yesterday denied the international press reports that nuclear accidents in the Soviet Union might be aimed at the West. The government statement indicated radiation has spread beyond the 18-mile evacuated zone area.

The report stated the site had entered a state of general alert. The government statement indicated the radiation was thought to be harmless to the general population.

The government statement indicated radiation has spread beyond the 18-mile evacuated zone area. The government statement indicated radiation has spread beyond the 18-mile evacuated zone area.

In addition to the UK, the US and Japan, the countries represented at the annual summit are Canada, France, the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy. Two representa- tives of the European Community are also present. (The New York Times)

Afghan leader quits, Soviets report

Aleksei Kosygin, the premier of the USSR, resigned yesterday, Soviet radio reported, after two major political issues facing this year's sum- mit were rejected as too extreme by the Soviet Union.

Kosygin's resignation came only a few hours after the Western leaders meeting in Tokyo made swift pro- vision for boosting spy satellites into orbit, and the Challen- ge accords was also named the American League Pitcher of the Week.
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I shudder as I read through the speech of Margaret L. MacVicar '87 on technological form ("MIT's mission is to prepare leaders for a world based on technology," April 29). I admire the insight and understanding of the short-comings of no undergraduate education, but I ask myself, "Will changing courses requirements and modifying course material have any effect on the quality of education?"

She said, "...freshmen may move more open, enthusiastic than when they leave here four years later..." Even freshmen are subjected to stringent requirements and be required to schedule in order to be inspired in engineering and science professors will rarely talk to them unless the students are interested in courses. If a professor is actually interested in students is not graded fairly. If teaching assistants do not care to know their students. Or if more than half of the students in a class are sleeping..."

Student reactions to MIT's short-comings include the following:

1) Passive acceptance. These students do all of the work and "accept things the way they are." These are the studens who use the other Athena work stations and "graders" as their guides. They are not interested in the computing of the Student and do not care to know their students. Or if more than half of the students in a class are sleeping...

2) Extreme cynicism. Undergraduates skip classes and learn on their own, neglect important material and assignments. After the tests and homework, take Wellesley classes or dope out of material. For example, the problem of student input, "April 11". He said that trying to form an important student group, he has heard of many Wellesley students who are involved in the Student Government. From my perspective, trying to form an important student group, I have heard of many Wellesley students who are involved in the Student Government. From my perspective, trying to form an important student group, I have heard of many Wellesley students who are involved in the Student Government. From my perspective, trying to form an important student group, I have heard of many Wellesley students who are involved in the Student Government.

3) Act resistance. Such students present, sit in faculty committees, or write letters to The Tech. While I do not mean to detract from the faculty and the administration, I am afraid that they are afraid to deal with fundamental issues that affect the quality of education here. Such issues have nothing to do with course content or curriculum issues. Rather, they have to do with the way students, faculty, and policy are handed to one another. Unfortunately, the rhetoric about Project Athena reform its curriculum may be living at the most vital time.

When I first came to MIT, I believed that many of the short-comings of an MIT education are inherent to college. Then I woke up.

The other day, I sat in on an introductory humanities course at Wellesley. On the day I went, a few students of the led a debate. I was surprised to see that even as a student got involved in the debate. Never before had I seen so much enthusiasm in a classroom. I also read a statement issued by the dean of Wellesley College. Wellesley seriously considers student opinions when it makes decisions regarding faculty appointments, tenure and salaries, it said. Wellesley officially recognizes such opinions by issuing a Student Evaluation Questionnaire, which is located at the most vital time.

Such examples are rare at MIT. I have heard too many Wellesley exchange student'scomplain about the poor quality of education here.

This past week, I decided to spend next week at Wellesley. I have even seriously considered writing science distribution subject questions. Wellesley in order to avoid being a little fish swimming against the MIT tidal wave with no one to help.

Some of my friends tell me that it's true. But I have learned how to enjoy MIT and adapt to it. I tell them that I have learned from the hell that the majority of undergraduates have gone through.

There is a better solution, one that involves everyone at MIT. Let's find the individual voices. The Institute must hire faculty and TAs who have strong interests and abilities in both education and research. They should get students involved in the decision-making process similar to the way Wellesley gets its students involved. Not only would the quality of education here improve significantly, but the administrative would have more say. MIT should increase their awareness of students and increase their understanding of the social and environmental issues.

The faculty must try to actively engage students whenever possible. Little things such as seeing a class a round a table and bringing in current issues relevant to the course material are enough to stimulate critical thinking and debate. If the faculty seek out students when they are having trouble with work or sleeping classes, student morale will improve immediately.

The Office of Admissions must attract students who will best reflect the character of changes that are interested not only in science but also in understanding the social and political environment.

Educational reform is a good idea. But when we overlook quality, we overlook the essence of reform.
The Tech. PAGE 5

MIT must explain reasons for spying on its students
To the Editor:

In regard to the recent controversy over the filming of several activities of the MIT Coalition Against Apartheid (CAA), the first thing to be pointed out is that such filming in public areas is entirely legal. Moreover, it is important to note that the documentation of such events can only record true events and it is, in and of itself, a neutral act.

As a result of our meeting, and in response to recent campus sentiment, CAA has invited representatives of the Coalition Against Apartheid to present their concerns in a meeting with the MIT Journalism Committee in two weeks. CAA will then work out and propose the next step to facilitate communication. This format does not preclude these possibilities for interest groups meeting directly with other Corporation members or groups. We believe this step for CAA is in the spirit of the Corporation's declared commitment to continuing discussion on South Africa.

Emmy V. Wade '45
Chairman, CJAC

Executive Committee's declared commitment to continuing discussion on South Africa.

The burst watermain last month. Many people walk on it each day dragging sand off it. Please let this message serve as a notice of dissatisfaction.

Ron Indeck '86
Director, Project Athena

Editorialists, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written by the Editorial Board, which consists of the chairman, editor in chief, managing editor, executive editor, news editors and opinion editors.

Letters, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are the opinions of the undersigned members of the editorial board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editorial. Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and represent the opinion of the writer, not necessarily that of the newspaper.

Letters to the Editor are welcome. They should be typed and addressed to The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge MA 02139, or by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483. Letters and cartoons must include the authors’ signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without express prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense letters. We regret we cannot publish all of the letters we receive.
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Alain Jourgensen of Ministry at the Spring Weekend concert.

Ministry was also called back for an encore. Apparently pleased and perhaps surprised by the audience response, Jourgensen declared, "I'm glad to report that there are no f-in' Reagan youth in the audience tonight!"

A commendation must go to the SCC and all involved for providing the MIT community with this yearly chance to see quality bands at reasonable prices, an opportunity that many might not have otherwise had.
MIT Concert Band does not put up to play what the concert itself much to desired. The final four pieces all sounded similar — similarly uninteresting. Corley and Ajhar seldom not have had sufficient rehearsed time with the band to show off the many facets of his playing this reviewer has heard from the band. The six-song set included two ballads, several original compositions and arrangements, and a good helping of the cliche tunes of Kresge, a well-designed concert hall. It was a good and exciting piece, but Ed- Ward Adajr '67 conducted the piece at a high, almost uniform volume. I don't think the band had enough time to get the acoustics of Kresge, well-designed concert hall, in which everything can be heard very clearly.

Among Copland's Embroiled is one of his last pieces, and not one of his best. Copland's music is in a word, conventional, with a few new ideas. Charles Marge G conducted very well, directing the hand-clappers' movements as the xylophone in the first and third movement, "Saet a," was a moody, melancholy movement, and the third, "Garrottin," was like the first incredibly lively and stirring. Overall, the performance was warmly appreciated. With only three bands on the evening's bill, the Festival Ensemble leader Jamshied Sharifi '83 used the second half of the con- cert to show off the main forms of his band. The six-song set included two bal- lads, several original compositions and arrangements, and a good helping of the cliches tunes of Kresge, a well-designed concert hall. It was a good and exciting piece, but Ed-ward Adajr '67 conducted the piece at a high, almost uniform volume. I don't think the band had enough time to get the acoustics of Kresge, well-designed concert hall, in which everything can be heard very clearly.
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Will You Be Here
THIS SUMMER?
UA Planning ’86-’87

We’re planning for the best year the UA has ever had, and we need your help. Laying the groundwork for better student life at MIT takes time, energy, and organization. If you’d like to help on a particular project, or just hang out and talk about the future of MIT, join us this summer on Wednesday nights from 6:00-9:00 in the UA office for soda and munchies (sometimes pizza).

******SUMMER UROPS in educational policy available******
contact: Robin Wagner, x3-8051 or Bryan Moser, x3-2696

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autumn Weekend</td>
<td>Winter Weekend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Retreats</td>
<td>R/O Week Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Advising Systems</td>
<td>Tenure Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Athena Student Input</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA Council Forums</td>
<td>Educational Policy (SCEP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Policy (SCEP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Evaluation Guide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Center Renovations and more. . .</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNDERGRADUATE ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS ’86-’87
President: Bryan Moser
Vice-President: Becky Thomas
Secretary-General: Christine Chu
ASA President: Linda Lau
Course Guide Chairman: Dean Dellinger
Finance Board Chairman: Michael Kelley
NomComm Chairman: Walter Rho
SCEP Chairman: Becky Edmiston
UA Council Floor Leader: Mike Colao

Class of ’88
Applications for Doughnut Stand Manager and Newsletter/Publicity Chairman are now available in the UA office (Student Center, 4th floor). Please return to Class of ’88 mailbox (W20-401) by May 5.

The Undergraduate Association
student government at MIT
4th floor of the Student Center (W20-401, 253-2696)
There are moments in history when the world according to art suddenly expands, when things often seen but never focused become visible in their own right and worthy of an artist's special efforts. During the 16th century, for instance, landscape became a separate genre in Western art; first as mere backdrop for something else it evolved into an independent subject. And the vision expanded with the view, as the new, dedicated attention for nature introduced sensibilities never before expressed in art.

Another such widening of scope occurred in the early 20th century. It originated in art.

Think Tank, As Found, CONTEMPORARY ART

thinking of Surrogates by Alan McCollum, now at the ICA. The present exhibition is woefully small compared to the range of issues it covers, and not entirely unambiguous for that. Its emphasis is shifted with respect to the 1966 precursor: rather than the found object as the subject of Duchamp, it addresses appropriation in art in general. Indeed, virtually the only exhibit which displays the original exalation of the everyday object is the collage Apollinaire Enamoured by Duchamp himself. On a less elementary plane there are edited versions of Balush and the original Body Snatchers. But in Barbara Kruger's photographs, dramatically magnified and endowed with a metaphysical tenor, or Jenny Holzer's admonitions on a message unit machine, the role of the Found Object seems marginal at best. Yet there are some items which carry the appropriated effort further. Sherrie Levine's After Walker Evans would have to be included in this category, as would many of the other exhibits. Now, as the final in a series of retrospectives commemorating its 50th birthday, the ICA presents a sort of update of that show.

The Tech Performing Arts Series presents...

**** METROPOLITAN OPERA ****

L'Italiana in Algeri

The cast for Rossini's comedy will include Gail Dabihoun, Betsy Norden and Douglas Ashford. William Verdile will conduct. Wang Center, May 7 at 8 pm. MIT price: $8.

Roméo et Juliette

Gounod's Roméo et Juliette will close the Met season in Boston. Conducted by John Mauceri, the cast includes Gail Robinson, Hilda Harris, Dennis Gulyas and Paul Plala. Wang Center, May 19 at 8 pm. MIT price: $8

Tickets will be sold by the Technology Community Association, W20-470 in the Student Center. As opening hours are currently a bit erratic, please call before you come. If nobody is in, please leave your order and your phone number on the TCA answering machine at 253-4885. You will be called back as soon as possible. Reservations will be held until three days before each performance.

Camping and Backpacking Equipment at the Lowest Prices

- Fatigue Pants $12.95
- Levi's $24.95
- Lee's $10.95
- White and Blue Painter's Pants $13.95

Great Summer Jobs

Be an Olsten temporary! Earn $8 for school while gaining valuable work experience.

We Have Jobs In:
- Word Processing (Wang & IBM)
- Accounting & Bookkeeping
- Secretarial
- Customer Service & Product Marketing
- Data Entry
- General Clerical & Lt. Industrial

Plus:
- Top pay for skills & experience
- Excellent benefits
- Convenient job locations
- Flexible work schedule

REGISTER TODAY!

Central War Surplus

433 Mass Ave

Central Square

Cambridge

MANHATTAN'S FOREMOST APARTMENT LOCATING SERVICE

Since 1969

Exclusive agents for over 500 buildings, furnished and unfurnished apartments in brownstone and doorman buildings, terraces, gardens, duplexes, fireplaces.

Our two company Jaguars with mobile phones will save you time in seeing our apartments.

Below Market Rates

$ 700

$ 800

$1100

CALL COLLECT, (212) 427-6225

Michael Simon and Richard Worman

Directors of Corporate Relocation

GARDNER REALTY CORP.

1276 Lexington Ave. (86th St), Open until 7pm

and its subsidiary

APARTMENT WORLD INC.

982 Second Ave (50th St), Open until 6:30pm
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Sports Update

Heavyweight 2nd in Cochrane Cup

The men's varsity heavyweight crew finished second to the University of Wisconsin Saturday in the annual Cochrane Cup race. Rowing into a strong headwind on the Charles River, the first varsity boat edged out third-place Dartmouth by 1.2 seconds. Wisconsin won by a boat length.

MIT's second varsity eight finished third in their race.

* * *

Lightweight crew fared better than the varsity against Yale on Saturday. They narrowly beat the Yale frosh, while the first varsity eight lost by a boat length and the second varsity finished far behind Yale's second boat. Both heavy and lightweight men's crews will travel to Lake Quinsigamond next weekend for the EARC Sprints.

* * *

The freshman men's baseball squad lost to Brandeis on Saturday 9-4. They played Northeastern yesterday and face Bentley on Thursday to wrap up the season.

miscellaneous

Classified Advertising in The Tech: $5.00 per insertion for each 35 words or less. Must be prepaid, with complete name, address, and phone number. The Tech, W20-483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA 02139.


HOUSING IN BERKELEY? Will trade 1-bedroom apt. in Berkeley, Calif., $300/month, mile from UCB, on main bus line for comparable in Boston area. Call 361-8185 or 415-655-9100.


Do you need to talk to an attorney? Consultations for real estate, business and consumer law, trademarks, contracts, negligence, personal injury, automobile accidents, divorce and litigation. Call Attorney Esther J. Horwich, MIT '77 at 523-1150.

Graduating senior seeks companion(s), male or female, to backpack through northern Europe this summer. Call Robert 262-9061.

The MIT Equipment Exchange offers surplus equipment and used typewriters to students and staff of reasonable price. Located in Building NW30, 224 Albany Street. Open Tues., Thurs. 11 am - 3 pm.

Koby Antupit Photographers

Creative Portraits

Inkjet Copy/Transfers

Resume & Publicity

Illustrations

Inkjet Source

8 John F Kennedy St. Cambridge

547-7502

Help us make things happen.

Koby Antupit Photographers

Creative Portraits

Inkjet Copy/Transfers

Resume & Publicity
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Inkjet Source

8 John F Kennedy St. Cambridge

547-7502

Help us make things happen.

special student/youth fares to SCANDINAVIA

On Scheduled Airlines!
The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia and other destinations in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East.

Spring/Summer Rates to Scandinavia

New York to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm from $305 one way, $530 roundtrip

New York to Helsinki from $335 one way, $600 roundtrip

Chicago to Copenhagen from $305 one way, $530 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm, Helsinki from $345 one way, $610 roundtrip

And Tours Designed For Students To The SOVIET UNION

For Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL

17 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017

(212) 986-9470

“LITE’S TASTE IS THE BIGGEST THING I’VE RUN INTO SINCE BOB’S SHOES.”

Dave Cowens

Basketball Great

Bob Lauer

Basketball Great

THERE’S ONLY ONE LITE BEER.

MILLER LITE.

Friends don’t let friends drive drunk.